
TRAFIN 2015-1: how to securitise an entire 

trade portfolio

On 10 December 2015, Christmas came early 

for all those trade finance heads who for years 

have lamented the lack of institutional investor 

(II) interest in their asset class: proof that a 

bank can securitise an entire trade finance 

portfolio and have IIs champing at the bit to 

take a slice. That proof came in the form of 

TRAFIN 20151, a $3.5 billion synthetic 

collateralised loan obligation (CLO) – the 

market’s largestever securitisation of trade 

finance assets.

Now, the market has witnessed the birth and 

rebirth of the trade finance securitisation time and again, the supposed opening of repack 

floodgates, only to be left disappointed. So, as for TRAFIN: the next step in trade finance’s 

evolution or another false dawn? Guy Brooks, head of distribution and credit solutions in Deutsche 

Bank’s Global Transaction Banking division, tells TXF why it’s the former.

Trade & Export Finance (TXF): Guy, congratulations on this prettyspectacularly sized deal. How 

long did it take to put the whole thing together?

Guy Brooks (GB): Approximately four or five months. But we have done two deals already, in 2011 

and 2012, so we have the infrastructure and platforms in place, meaning that that the time period 

was a lot shorter than if we were starting it from scratch.

I mean, our first deal we did in 2011 – crikey, that probably took us about three years to put 

together.

The barriers to entry for this type of transaction are very high for two reasons: firstly, the systems 

infrastructure that is needed is very complex; and secondly, the whole internal dynamics of how 

the different divisions of a bank interact and work with each other in structuring a deal like this. 

 Technically the trade finance assets typically sit in one division and the expertise to structure this 
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type of deal sit in another. We have actually brought in an inhouse team looking at securitisation 

and repackaging within my area, within trade finance, which is very unusual but means that we 

have all the expertise sitting under one roof.

TXF: What types of trade finance assets are pooled in Trafin?

GB: So this reference portfolio, $3.5 billion, is a global portfolio: it’s for our developed and 

emerging market risks; including our FI and corporate business. It replicates our current dayto

day business.

That is also quite unusual in that other banks don’t necessarily have the global footprint to offer a 

balanced deal across products and regions like this. Some banks have had to team up with each 

other to rectify this. So as far as a single bank transaction goes, it is quite unusual for an investor 

to be able to get a global portfolio, which obviously has benefits for diversification.

The underlying assets are for our flow business – the shortterm trade finance business including 

all of our FI and LC business as well as our supply chain finance product, as well as some of our 

documentary credit business as well.

TXF: Do they all have to be put in separate asset segments?

GB: No, they all get placed into one bucket. So obviously you have eligibility criteria – so you agree 

with the investor what products can go in and what products can’t go in.  You agree on ratings for 

different sector and geography buckets and so on. You have to meet these criteria before an asset 

can go into the reference portfolio; but once it is in, it is part of the same portfolio.

Some of the other bank deals are well mixed in that they have trade finance portfolios together 

with general purpose corporate lending portfolios. Whereas for us, we wanted a pure trade 

finance portfolio to give us the best possible pricing, benefiting from the  implied credit quality of 

trade finance versus other lending loan asset classes.

TXF: What kind of investors are buying into it? Was this an easy CLO to place?

GB: I can give you a feel without going into specifics.  If you go back three years to when we did 

our last deal, the environment was very different. Clearly, the markets were still reeling from the 

financial crisis; securitisation was, in some peoples’ minds, a pariah word; and you also had more 

macro issues in places like Europe, Greece and so on, together with the euro under considerable 

pressure. That all made placing a deal like this very difficult, and the reception at the time was 

very different to what we have seen today.  The environment now, three years on, has 

considerably improved. Securitisations are back and there are a lot of investors looking at 

investing into CLOs, with some of those increasingly interested in trade finance specifically. So we 

approached a number of investors in the Americas and EMEA, a mixture of family offices, pension 

funds, insurance companies and hedge funds. And the deal was oversubscribed in the end.

TXF: How oversubscribed?
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GB: Well we did a Dutch auction, which basically means that once you have raised your required 

amount, at the tightest level, you close the deal. But there were other bids behind it at slightly 

higher levels that we didn’t accept because of the pricing. So if we were willing to increase the 

price, it would have sold twice over. But obviously we were focussing heavily on price and that is 

why we selected the investors we went with.

TXF: Similar bank programmes in the past have struggled to attract nonbank investors because of 

a disparity in price expectation from the issuer and the investor. Is that a consideration you had to 

bear in mind when structuring Trafin?

GB: No. Look, certain people in the banking market look at certain aspects of their business and 

say it’s very tight, and it’s tight versus the capital markets, and therefore you can’t get institutional 

investors involved. So if you speak to a bunch of banks who are just involved in selling LCs every 

day, then they are absolutely going to say that – when Bank of China LCs are trading at say 35/40 

basis points, and you can go into the bond market and buy Bank of China bonds or even sell 

protection via CDS at 100 basis points, then clearly there is a huge difference in pricing. But not all 

of trade finance paper has that issue. Look at some of the financial supply chain deals, you can get 

an arbitrage on your trade finance paper versus where the same entity would be trading in the 

capital markets. So that argument at a transactional level, a single deal level, does not wash when 

you look at trade financing in its entirety. If you look at the ECA world, you can buy UK Export 

Finance paper at 100/125 basis points over Libor. That is a massive pick up over what would be 

trading in the ABS market.

But a deal like Trafin is a bit different because you are creating different vertical tranches of the 

capital structure that each pay different rates depending on the riskiness of that piece. In our case 

we are only selling the first loss, so naturally it has an inflated yield. That immediately starts to 

interest the capital markets and attract certain investors targeting high yield. So by reformatting 

the risk and putting into a portfolio, slicing up the  capital structure and selling off different pieces 

– and in this case the riskiest piece – you can absolutely attract different investors.

Certain people in the market are looking at it from their own point of view and saying, ‘oh you 

can’t do it’. It’s absolute nonsense. It depends on how you reformat it and exactly on which types 

of trade finance assets you are talking about.

TXF: What is the pricing, perchance?

GB: We can’t disclose that, but it is not a million miles away from previous deals that have been 

done in the market – so that might give you a steer.

TXF: These assets are shortterm. Similar highprofile trade finance securitisations in the past have 

had problems replenishing their shortterm assets. Do you think that poses as any issues for Trafin?

GB: So this is why two banks teamed up recently to do a similar transaction. It was originally 

meant to be a bigger group.  Firstly, it was so they could get diversification and give the investors a 

global portfolio; and secondly, it was to ensure they had enough assets to refill it when it required 

replenishment. So when assets within the portfolio mature and run off, you have got to refill it and 

clearly you have got to be confident in your pipeline, in your ability to originate the required deal 
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flow. Otherwise absolutely you can have replenishment issues. Now, I know that other banks have 

had replenishment issues on their deals, but that isn’t something we have experienced in either of 

our first two deals and we obviously we don’t anticipate it on this one.

TXF: The trade finance industry has been looking to attract institutional investors to the asset class 

for some years now but have been hampered by a lack of comprehension of the product from the 

IIs. Is that understanding now starting to improve then? What does the asset class offer them?

GB: Is it improving? Yes. The interest we have seen this time round is completely different from 

what we experienced two or three years ago. And that isn’t just because the markets are more 

benign, it is because people understand and want to be involved in trade finance. Having said that, 

I think there is still a long way to go. We experienced it even this time round where we were 

approaching investors that we knew did CLOs but who just couldn’t get their heads around trade 

finance in the timeframe we gave them. With more time, we could have got them in.

What does it offer them? It offers them various things: it offers them diversification, it offers non

correlation and it offers them a relatively low risk asset class. If you look at the performance of 

trade finance as an instrument over the last whatever, ten years, the default rates are very low 

and also the recovery rates are very high.

TXF: I suppose that it where it useful having initiatives such as the ICC Trade Register…

GB: Exactly. But that has to get better, we have to be better at selling our asset class, we have got 

to be better at explaining it. The more deals we do like this, the better; that is why we are super 

keen and very happy to speak to the market about what we are doing. It is absolutely essential 

that the market embraces this and does more of it, otherwise trade finance securitisations will 

never take off.

TXF: With widescale derisking going on the trade finance market, a significant funding gap has 

manifested in the past two years. Does this type of programme offer an answer to that gap?

GB: Synthetic CLOs won’t help you with that, because you keep the assets on your balance sheet; 

but off balance sheet securitisations will.  Conceptually, as a structure, CLOs will help going 

forward, absolutely. As I say, the interest in the asset class is increasing; the more it grows, the 

better – the cheaper the costs and the cheaper the pricing is going to be for banks like us, 

Standard Chartered and our competitors. That is why it is important we maintain issuance and we 

continue to educate the market on the asset class, because pricing will come down. Having said 

that, even at these levels, this deal is super competitive for us to the extent it allows us to shift 

volume very quickly, in a very efficient way, at a relatively low cost. So do I see these kind of 

structures being more important to Deutsche Bank going forward? Yes. Do I see them playing a 

bigger role in our balance sheet management hedging capabilities? Absolutely yes.

TXF: For those not directly involved in the world of securitisations, the acronym CLO will conjure up 

the bitter memory of the financial crisis. Why is a trade finance securitisation safer than the 

infamous subprime mortgagebacked securitisation?
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GB: Well the regulators have been all over this, right. As you can imagine, it has been very much in 

the spotlight, so there has been a number of enhancements they have put in place to ensure the 

market is more regulated so that practitioners are structuring and placing deals sensibly and 

professionally with the interest of all participants in mind. And if it is done like that, then you know 

it will continue to play a major role for institutions wanting to manage debt. You can have any 

asset class in there, you can have mortgages, credit cards, airline travel receipts; you can put 

anything into a securitisation, obviously in this case we are doing trade finance.

The other thing is that the regulators are very keen that the issuer, in this case Deutsche Bank, 

retains risk. So we are not selling it 100%. We have skin in the game, which obviously means we 

are going to be very careful about what kind of transactions go into these deals. What was 

happening eight or nine years ago was people were packaging transactions where they had no 

involvement in the end result, either originating or maintaining, so there was no alignment of 

interest in a lot of cases. They were just bundling them together and selling them off with no real 

sort of focus on origination criteria or retention risk. You can’t do that anymore. You have got to 

retain risk.

So, because of the new processes put in place, the issuer is aligned with the investor a lot more 

than in the past, which is obviously a far better scenario for the market and its evolution.

TXF: How has the trade finance securitisation market performed in the 2015? What’s the outlook 

look like for next year?

GB: The main point we need to consider here are the different buckets of issuance. So you can do 

two types of deals: a private deal or a public deal. The public deals are like what Trade MAPS was, 

where they get a rating from their rating agency and it’s out there in the public sphere. Trafin is a 

private deal and it’s not rated and there is no formal deal prospectus that is available to the public. 

A private deal in theory could go below the radar and you would not necessarily hear about it, so 

you can only talk about market issuance based on what you read about.

The other point to note is that you can have true trade finance transactions, like what we have 

done and what Standard Chartered did recently, or you can have deals that are linked to loans 

that include trade finance but also include general purpose loans. So when you talk about issuance 

of trade finance or traderelated securitisation, it is very difficult to get an exact number for both 

of those reasons.

Our deal is a publicised landmark deal worth $3.5 billion. Standard Chartered just did a deal three 

months ago, which was of a similar size, closer to $3 billion. So when you look at pure trade 

finance issuance, you have got two deals there totalling $6.5 billion, and that is the most that has 

ever been issued in one year for trade finance. And that is just two deals. But deals may be getting 

done that we just don’t know about.

What does this mean going forward? Look, we are most likely going to be doing another deal, 

Standard Chartered will probably continue with their programme, other banks have been looking 

seriously at doing deals – so who knows?
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I think it will come naturally because there is a push on one side for regulation, balance sheet 

management and resource management within the banks. And secondly, the pull the other way is 

the interest in the asset class from institutional investors, meaning that pricing will come down 

over time with more issuance, which in turn means it will just get more and more competitive for 

banks to do this type of deal.

The remaining issue is how you link your trade finance guys with your securitisation capability to 

ensure a successful in house structuring and placement discussion. And that is easier said than 

done. For a bank not having done one of these deals before, as mentioned before, the biggest 

barrier to entry is the infrastructure systems needed to run a deal like this. What you need to set 

up to do something like this is not straightforward and it takes time. Historically these trade 

finance teams have been disjointed from their investmentbanking arms. So that means you don’t 

get that sort of innovative thought process as quickly as you might if you were sitting in the same 

area of the bank. So that is again one of the reasons why I was very keen to hire these skillsets 

into the trade finance team; recruiting credit structuring and securitisation people, with a markets 

background, and bringing them into my team.

This team we have built here is not only looking at Trafin, CLO type deals, but also at single name 

repack as well. And if you really want to develop capitalmarket placement capability within your 

area, inhouse structuring expertise is the only way to do it in my view.
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